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1 Introduction
Background. Pure motives in the sense of Grothendieck form a Tannaka category if the
standard conjectures on algebraic cycles hold (cf. [And04]). The category of motives for
absolute Hodge-cycles [DM82] and the category of motives for motivated cycles [And96] each
form unconditionally a Tannaka category. By the Tannakian formalism, a pure motive M
admits then a motivic Galois group GM , which measures how the tensor constructions of M
decompose (assuming the standard conjectures, when working with Grothendieck motives).
In [Ser94] 8.8, Serre posed the question
Exist-t-il un motif M tel que GM soit un groupe simple de type exceptionnel G2
(ou E8)?
The G2-case has been positively answered in [DRK10] as follows (cf. [Yun14] for the E8-case):
All rigid local systems on P1
Q¯
\{0, 1,∞} of rank 7 with monodromy groupG2 where classified up
to isomorphisms (see [DRK10] Thm. 1.3.1). There are exactly 5 series of isomorphism classes
of such rigid local systems, distinguished by the Jordan decomposition of the unipotent part
of the local monodromy at ∞ (the series being parametrized by the eigenvalues appearing
there).
The motivic description of rigid local systems in [Kat96] Chapter 8 describes these local
systems as geometric generic fibre of a certain pure part of a direct image to A1R \ {0, 1} in
ℓ-adic cohomology, where R/Z is generically generated by the eigenvalues appearing in the
geometric monodromy (see [DRK10] Thm. 2.4.1). Using this motivic description of a member
V of the isomorphism class whose monodromy at ∞ is given by the unipotent Jordan block
of length 7, a family of rational motives for motivated cycles {Ms}s∈A1\{0,1} over A1 \ {0, 1}
was constructed s.t. the ℓ-adic realization of Ms is canonically isomorphic to the stalk s¯
∗V(3)
of the Tate twist over s. The relation between the motivic Galois groups of such a family of
motives and the action on the Betti realizations of the fundamental group of the base space
is described in [And96] Thm. 5.2. Using quite general arguments around this description
allowed Dettweiler and Reiter to conclude that the motivic Galois Group of Ms is contained
in the monodromy Group G2 of V(3) (and agrees with this monodromy group for s outside a
∗The first author gratefully acknowledges financial support from the DFG-Heisenberg Grant DE-1442
†The second author gratefully acknowledges financial support from the DFG-Forschergruppe 1920 ”Sym-
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meagre subset of the base space).
Further, the Galois-action on the ℓ-adic realization ofMs was studied by Dettweiler and Katz:
Using the indecomposable action of the geometric monodromy at ∞, the irreducibility of the
Galois-action could be shown. This in turn was the key to an explicit description of infinitely
many s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} s.t. the motivic Galois group of Ms agrees with G2.
In contrast, the other four series of isomorphism classes of rigid local systems with mon-
odromy G2 lack an indecomposable monodromy action at ∞. Further, their motivic de-
scriptions lead only to families of motives for motivated cycles {Ms}s over the number fields
generated by the eigenvalues of the respective monodromies, which are all bigger than Q.
Aim and results of the paper. In this paper we want to study the case of a rigid local
system V of type G2 whose monodromy at ∞ is given by
diag(ζ7, ζ
2
7 , ζ
3
7 , ζ
4
7 , ζ
5
7 , ζ
6
7 , 1),
cf. [DRK10] Thm. 1.3.2. It follows that the corresponding family of motives {Ms}s is defined
over Q(ζ7) and has coefficients also in Q(ζ7).
Apart from minor differences, the arguments that G2 is an upper bound for the motivic Ga-
lois group ofMs apply in our case, as well. However, the discussion leading to the irreducibility
of the Galois action on the ℓ-adic realization fails completely due to the decomposability of
the geometric monodromy action at ∞. Our way around this is to show that the mod-ℓ
reduction V¯Q(ζ7) of the extension VQ(ζ7) to the base field Q(ζ7) (given by the motivic descrip-
tion of V) has irreducible stalks. To see this, we need the mod-ℓ reduction of V to descend
even to a locally constant sheaf on A1Q \ {0, 1} with monodromy group G2(Fℓ). The reason
for this is that we want the Frobenius lift of a place over which the corresponding Galois
representation is unramified to act transitive on the set of eigenspaces for eigenvalues 6= 1 of
the geometric monodromy at ∞. Using the rigidity method of inverse Galois theory (e.g. see
[MM99] Chapter I), a unique such descent (or extension in the language of Galois theory) V¯Q
with monodromy group G2(Fℓ) is provided in Prop. 2.5. Similar to [DRK10] Prop. A.4, a
careful study of the restrictions to inertia subgroups of the GQ-action on the stalks over the
infinitely many s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} (cf. Rem. 3.8) satisfying
(†) there are prime numbers p, q 6= 2, 7 with p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7 such that
νp(s) < 0 < νq(s− 1) and 7 ∤ νp(s)
then leads us to a Hilbert-irreducibility result for this action (for the exact statement, see
Thm. 3.6 below):
Theorem I. For the infinitely many rational numbers s 6= 0, 1 satisfying (†) and a prime
ℓ≫ 0, the image of the Galois-action on the stalk s¯∗V¯Q is again G2(Fℓ).
Now G2(Fℓ) is a simple group acting irreducibly on the stalks of V¯Q, so the Galois action
on corresponding stalks of V¯Q(ζ7) is still irreducible, too. This in turn implies the desired
irreducibility of the Galois action on the ℓ-adic realization of Ms. From this we conclude that
the image of this Galois-action up to a twist of a character ε of order at most 2 is in fact
G2. Let k/Q(ζ7) be the extension of degree at most 2 trivializing ε, i.e., the image of the
Galois-action on the ℓ-adic realization of Ms over k is G2 (for the exact statement, see Thm.
4.7 below):
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Theorem II. For the infinitely many rational numbers s 6= 0, 1 satisfying (†) and a prime
ℓ≫ 0, the absolute Galois group Gk acts as a Zariski dense subgroup of G2(Q¯ℓ) on the ℓ-adic
realization H•ℓ (Ms) of the motive for motivated cycles Ms over k.
The Tate conjecture implies that this image is the motivic Galois group itself, so a relatively
self contained re´sume´ is (see Cor. 4.8 below):
Corollary. Suppose the Tate conjecture holds. For the infinitely many rational numbers
s 6= 0, 1 satisfying (†), the motivic Galois group of the numerical motive Ms/k is of type G2.
A similar result holds unconditionally for the category of motives for absolute Hodge cycles,
resp. for the category of motives for motivated cycles (Thm. 4.10).
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Armin Holschbach, Stefan Reiter and Jakob
Stix for helpful discussions or comments on earlier versions of this paper.
2 Construction of sheaves with monodromy G2
2.1 Introduction of the basic objects. Fix a prime number ℓ. For N a natural number
denote by RN the ring Z[ζ7,
1
14·ℓ·N ]. We follow [DRK10] to construct in a geometric (motivic)
way a lisse sheaf on A1RN \ {0, 1} of rank 7 whose monodromy representation has a Zariski
dense image inside G2(Q¯ℓ) embedded into GL7(Q¯ℓ) as in [Asc87].
Set
∆ :=
∏
i,j
(Xi − j)
∏
k
(Xk+1 −Xk),
where i runs through {1, ..., 7}, j through {0, 1} and k runs through {1, ..., 6}. Denote by
HypN the hypersurface in Gm,RN ⊗RN (A7RN \ v(∆)) defined by
Y 14 =
∏
i,j
(Xi − j)e(i,j)
∏
k
(Xk+1 −Xk)f(k)
(i, j, k as above), where Y denotes the coordinate function of Gm,RN , the Xi’s denote the
coordinate functions of A7RN and the exponents are as follows:
e(1, 0) e(2, 0) e(3, 0) e(4, 0) e(5, 0) e(6, 0) e(7, 0)
7 0 7 0 7 0 7
e(1, 1) e(2, 1) e(3, 1) e(4, 1) e(5, 1) e(6, 1) e(7, 1)
13 5 0 5 0 5 0
and
f(1) f(2) f(3) f(4) f(5) f(6)
11 3 1 13 5 9
.
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Let
πN : HypN // A
1
RN
\ {0, 1}
be the morphism induced by the inclusion
RN [X7,
1
X7(X7−1)
] 
 // RN [X1, ...,X7, Y,
1
Y∆ ].
Denote by µ14 the group of 14
th roots of unity in RN . It acts on HypN via Y 7→ ωY (for
ω ∈ µ14), inducing an µ14-action on RqπN,!Q¯ℓ. Fix an embedding of RN into Q¯ℓ. Let χ
be the Q¯ℓ-valued character of µ14 given by this embedding. By (R
qπN,!Q¯ℓ)
χ we mean the
χ-eigenspace of the µ14-action. Then by [DRK10] Thm. 2.3.1 and Thm. 2.4.1, (R
qπN,!Q¯ℓ)
χ
is a lisse Q¯ℓ-sheaf on A
1
RN
\ {0, 1} of mixed weights ≤ q and
V :=W6[(R6πN,!Q¯ℓ)χ]|A1
Q¯
\{0,1}
(here W• denotes the weight filtration) is cohomologically rigid (see [Kat96] (5.0.1)) of rank 7
with induced monodromy representation ρV Zariski dense in G2(Q¯ℓ) embedded into GL7(Q¯ℓ)
as in [Asc87]. Further, its monodromy tuple (g0, g1, g∞) has the following Jordan canonical
forms:
JCF(g0) = diag(−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1),
JCF(g1) = U(2) ⊕U(2)⊕U(3)
JCF(g∞) = diag(ζ7, ζ
2
7 , ζ
3
7 , ζ
4
7 , ζ
5
7 , ζ
6
7 , 1),
where U(k) denotes the unipotent Jordan block of length k.
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: IfW is a lisse or e´tale locally constant
sheaf on a connected scheme X, then ρW : π1(X, s¯) → Aut(Ws¯) denotes the monodromy
representation of W with base point s¯. Set
Vk :=W6[(R6πN,!Q¯ℓ)χ]|A1
k
\{0,1}
for k a number field containing ζ7 (similar define VRN , . . . ). By definition, this is a descent of V
to A1k \{0, 1}. Since the geometric fundamental group is a normal subgroup of πe´t1 (A1k \{0, 1}),
the image of the induced representation ρVk normalizes the image of ρV .
By construction, ρVRN is GL7(Q¯ℓ)-conjugate to a representation with values in GL7(Zℓ(ζ7)).
Thus we may assume that ρV , ρVRN , ρVk , . . . have values in GL7(Zℓ(ζ7)). Define the mod ℓ
reductions V¯, V¯RN , V¯k, . . . as the e´tale locally constant sheaves given by the naive mod ℓ
reductions of the above representations. By construction, the monodromy representation of
V¯ has image contained in G2(F¯ℓ) embedded into GL7(F¯ℓ) as in [Asc87]. In the following two
subsections we will see that the monodromy group is G2(Fℓ).
2.2 Computation of the monodromy of V¯. If G is an algebraic group defined over Z
(e.g. G = GLn or G2 ≤ GL7) and if ℓn is a power of a prime number ℓ, we write G(ℓn) for
the group G(Fℓn). From now on let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7. Let σ := (g¯0, g¯1, g¯∞) be the monodromy tuple
of V¯. Then the Jordan canonical forms of the tuple σ remain untouched:
2.1 Lemma. Let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7 and i = 0, 1,∞. Then JCF(g¯i) is the mod-ℓ-reduction of JCF(gi).
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Proof: We start with g¯0. It is an involution so its Jordan canonical form is determined by its
trace, which is the mod ℓ reduction of tr(g0) = −1. The other possible traces of an involution
of rank 7 are 1,±2,±3,±4,±5 and −7. Since ℓ 6= 2, 3, the traces of the mod-ℓ-reductions of
the other types of involutions are all different from −1, i.e. JCF(g¯0) = JCF(g0) follows.
By looking at the minimal polynomial it is clear that g¯1 is unipotent with Jordan blocks
of length less than three. If it has more than three blocks, the dimension of the eigenspace
Eig(g¯1, 1) would be at least 4. Now Eig(g¯0,−1) has dimension 4. In particular the intersection
of both eigenspaces is non trivial and thus the product relation g¯0g¯1g¯∞ = 1 implies that g¯∞
has −1 as eigenvalue which clearly is not the case. The only remaining possibility except
JCF(g¯1) = JCF(g1) is two blocks of length three and one of length one. But then rk((g¯1−1)2)
would be greater then rk((g1 − 1)2) which is impossible.
Finally, ℓ 6= 7, so the characteristic polynomial of g¯∞ is still separable and JCF(g¯∞) is the
reduction of JCF(g∞), as well. ✷
Recall that σ is linearly rigid if and only if each triple of elements in the GL7(F¯ℓ)-conjugacy
classes of the g¯i’s that satisfies the above product relation is even simultaneously conjugate
to σ. Using Lem. 2.1 we get:
2.2 Lemma. The tuple σ is absolutely irreducible and linearly rigid.
Proof: Recall that the Katz algorithm for rigids [Kat96] Chapter 6 works over arbitrary al-
gebraically closed fields, too (see [DR00] Sect. 4). By Lem. 2.1 we can apply it simultaneously
to (g0, g1, g∞) and σ. Since V was constructed via this algorithm “applied backwards”, it
stops with an absolutely irreducible and cohomologically rigid tuple of rank 1 in the former
case. Thus, the same is true in the latter case, which completes the proof. ✷
2.3 Remark. For n≫ 0 the image of ρV¯ lies in G2(ℓn) embedded into GL7(ℓn) as in [Asc87].
We write V (ℓn) for the corresponding Fℓn-structure of a stalk s¯
∗V¯ , i.e., ρV¯ factors over an
image of G2(ℓ
n) inside GL(V (ℓn)).
In [Kle88], Kleidman has shown that every maximal subgroup M of G2(ℓ
n) for ℓ 6= 2, 3 is
G2(ℓ
n)-conjugate to one of the groups contained in the following list (in Kleidman’s notation,
our vector space V (ℓn) would be the subspaceW of the octonions V - note that this is exactly
the space where the Dickson form lives on used by Aschbacher):
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Group: Remarks:
Pα, Pβ maximal parabolic subgroups
CG2(ℓn)(ι) centralizer of the involution ι
Kε ∼= Lε ⋊ Z/2 ε = ±, L+ ∼= SL3(ℓn), L− ∼= SU3(ℓn)
PGL2(ℓ
n) for ℓ ≥ 7, ℓn ≥ 11
(Z/2)3 ˙L3(2) for n = 1
L2(8) for ℓ ≥ 5,Fℓn = Fℓ(ω) with ω3 − 3ω + 1 = 0
L2(13) for ℓ 6= 13,Fℓn = Fℓ(
√
13)
G2(2) for ℓ
n = ℓ ≥ 5
J1 for ℓ
n = 11
CG2(ℓn)(φℓm) = G2(ℓ
m) for α = nm prime
Here we denote by (Z/2)3 ˙L3(2) a suitable non-split group extension of (Z/2)
3 with L3(2).
We do not need an exact definition of Pα and Pβ at this point, but it can be found later in
section 3.3.
We will use this list to prove the following proposition:
2.4 Proposition. Let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13 and suppose im(ρV¯) ≤ G2(ℓn). Then ρV¯ has
image G2(ℓ
n) or im(ρV¯) is contained in a subgroupG2(ℓ
n)-conjugate to CG2(ℓn)(φℓm) = G2(ℓ
m)
for α = nm a prime number.
Proof: We simply have to check for every type of group in the list, whether the group con-
tains im(ρV¯).
(i) By Lem. 2.2, im(ρV¯) acts irreducibly on V (ℓ
n). The first three groups in the table act
reducibly, so im(ρV¯) is not contained in any subgroup G2(ℓ
n)-conjugate to one of these sub-
groups.
(ii) As in the proof of [Kle88] Lem. 4.2.1 V (ℓn) as PGL2(ℓ
n)-module is isomorphic to the
Fℓn-vector space of homogeneous polynomials in X and Y of degree 6 as representation of
〈ρ(SL2(ℓn)), µ−3ρ(diag(µ, 1))〉,
where µ is a non square in Fℓn and ρ is the GL2(ℓ
n) representation given by
(2.1)

a b
c d

 : XiY j 7→ (aX + bY )i(cX + dY )j .
The non trivial unipotent elements in GL2(ℓ
n) form a single conjugacy class. Hence the
Jordan canonical form of each unipotent element in our PGL2(ℓ
n)-representation consists of
a single Jordan block of length 7. Since this is not the case for g¯1, no maximal subgroup
G2(ℓ
n)-conjugate to PGL2(ℓ
n) contains im(ρV¯).
(iii) Finally, we can exclude all other maximal subgroups but CG2(ℓn)(φα) in the above table
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by comparing their orders with our assumptions on ℓ: From [ea85] we get the orders of the
groups (Z/2)3 ·L3(2), L2(8), L2(13) and J1. The order of G2(2) can be computed using [Car72]
Thm. 9.4.10, Cor. 10.2.4 and Prop. 10.2.5. These information together give us the following
list.
Group: Order:
(Z/2)3 ·L3(2) 2
6 · 3 · 7
L2(8) 2
3 · 32 · 7
L2(13) 2
2 · 3 · 7 · 13
J1 2
3 · 3 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 19
G2(2) 2
6 · 33 · 7
Since J1 appears only on the upper list of maximal subgroups for ℓ = 11, non of these groups
contain an element of order ℓ for ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13. But g¯1 has order ℓ by Lem. 2.1, which
completes the proof. ✷
Iterative application of this gives us an n s.t. im(ρV¯) is G2(ℓ
n). In particular, our mon-
odromy tuple σ generates G2(ℓ
n). We will see in Cor. 2.12 below that n is actually just
1.
2.3 Descent of V¯ to A1Q \ {0, 1}. We turn our attention again to the locally constant
sheaf V¯ on A1
Q¯
\ {0, 1}. In this subsection we will prove:
2.5 Proposition. Let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13. Then V¯ descends to a local system V¯Q on
A1Q \ {0, 1}, satisfying
im(ρV¯Q) = im(ρV¯) = G2(ℓ).
2.6 Remark. Until now, we treated V¯ as a local system of F¯ℓ-vector spaces that is already
defined over Fℓn (with n = 1: see Cor. 2.12, below). Yet, we will treat V¯Q as a local system
of Fℓ-vector spaces. So strictly speaking, V¯Q ⊗ F¯ℓ is the descent of V¯ to A1Q \ {0, 1}.
Proof of Prop. 2.5: Let us first recall some facts from Galois theory: Let S be the set of
places of Q¯(t) corresponding to the t- and (t− 1)-adic valuation and the valuation at infinity.
As in [MM99] I Thm. 2.2 denote by M¯S the maximal algebraic extension field of Q¯(t) inside
Q(t) unramified outside S. Then Gal(M¯S/k(t)) is canonically isomorphic to π
e´t
1 (A
1
k \{0, 1}, 0¯)
for k an algebraic extension field of Q, where 0¯ denotes the geometric point corresponding to
the choice of an embedding of k(t) to Q(t). In particular ρV¯ gives rise to an intermediate field
of M¯S/Q¯(t), Galois over Q¯(t) with group isomorphic to G2(ℓ
n) (n as in the last subsection).
As in the Hurwitz classification of such intermediate fields in [MM99] I.4.1 denote this field by
N¯σ (i.e., ρV¯ corresponds to ψσ in loc. cit.). Now, if Q(t) is a field of definition of N¯σ/G2(ℓn)Q¯(t)
(see [MM99] I.3.1), we get an epimorphism
ρV¯Q : Gal(M¯S/Q(t))
// // G2(ℓ
n)
which, after a possible modification by an automorphism of G2(ℓ), restricts to ρV¯ . As a result
the locally constant sheaf V¯Q on A1Q \ {0, 1} defined by ρV¯Q serves as the desired descent of V¯.
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Thus, it remains to prove that Q(t) is in fact a field of definition of N¯σ/G2(ℓn)Q¯(t): According
to Lem. 2.11 below, σ is rigid in the sense of [MM99], i.e., for each triple {hi} in G2(ℓn)3
satisfying the product relation g¯h00 g¯
h1
1 g¯
h∞
∞ = 1, there is even an element h of G2(ℓ
n) with
g¯hi = g¯
hi
i simultaneously for all i. Further, according to Lem. 2.7 below, σ is also rational
in the sense of [MM99], i.e., for all primes p not dividing the order of G2(ℓ
n) the p power
map preserves the G2(ℓ
n)-conjugacy class of each g¯i. As a corollary to the arguments leading
to the rigidity of σ (see Rem. 2.10) we will also see that actually n is just 1 (see Cor. 2.12,
below). Then Q(t) is in fact a field of definition of N¯σ/G2(ℓ)Q¯(t) by the Rigidity Theorem
(see [MM99] I Thm. 4.8), which completes the proof. ✷
We start with checking the rationality of σ:
2.7 Lemma. The tuple σ is rational with respect to G2(ℓ
n) in the sense of [MM99].
Proof: By [MM99] I Prop. 4.4 this is equivalent to the statement that every complex irre-
ducible character of G2(ℓ
n) has rational values for g¯0, g¯1 and g¯∞. But this is straightforward,
using the character table in [CR74]. Thus σ is indeed rational. ✷
For the rigidity, we need a little preparation:
2.8 Remark. Let p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7 be a prime number not dividing the order of G2(ℓn).
Then the rationality of σ implies that there exists an element h∞,p in G2(ℓ
n) with g¯
h∞,p
∞ = g¯
p
∞.
It is not hard to see that relative to the Jordan canonical form of g¯∞, h∞,p is of the form:
(2.2)


0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1


±1
× an element of D7(F¯ℓ)
where D7 denotes the diagonal torus of GL7. Using a suitable Frobenius-action, we will
construct in Rem. 3.3 below an element h∞,p ∈ G2(ℓ) with the analogue property even for
p 6= 7 but not necessary prime to the order of G2(ℓ).
2.9 Remark. Let K be any algebraically closed field. Then
NGL2(K)(G2(K)) = G2(K)× scalar matrices in K× :
Indeed, if h is an element of the normalizer and f(·, ·, ·) denotes the Dickson alternating
trilinear form then G2(K) still fixes the form f(h(·), h(·), h(·)). Hence by [Asc87] Thm. 5
(2) this form is a scalar multiple of the original Dickson form. Since K is assumed to be
algebraically closed, a scalar multiple of h fixes the Dickson form. By [Asc87] (2.11) and (3.4)
this means h ∈ G2(K)×K× (G2 is a simple group!). The other inclusion is clear.
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2.10 Remark. Using h∞,p from Rem. 2.8 and the description of the normalizer of G2(F¯ℓ)
from Rem. 2.9, we get
NGL7(F¯ℓ)(G2(ℓ
n)) = G2(ℓ
n)× scalar matrices in F¯×ℓ :
Obviously, G2(ℓ
n) × F¯×ℓ normalizes G2(ℓn), so we have to show the other inclusion. For
g ∈ G2(ℓn) and h ∈ NGL7(F¯ℓ)(G2(ℓn)) arbitrary we have gφ
n
ℓ
(h) = φnℓ (g
h) = gh, i.e., h−1φnℓ (h)
lies in the centralizer CGL7(F¯ℓ)(G2(ℓ)), where φℓ is the component wise Frobenius map of
F¯ℓ/Fℓ. Let h
′ be arbitrary in this centralizer. We may assume that g¯∞ is in its Jordan
canonical form. In particular h′ is contained in D7(F¯ℓ) (since this is the centralizer of g¯∞).
And it follows from (2.2) that h′ is of the form diag(a, . . . , a, b). So e.g. from g¯h
′
1 = g¯1 we
can deduce that a = b. In particular h−1φnℓ (h) lies in the center F¯
×
ℓ of GL7(F¯ℓ). Thus, there
is an element λ in this center s.t. h−1φnℓ (h) equals λφ
n
ℓ (λ)
−1, i.e., the product hλ is fixed by
φnℓ . It follows that hλ is a φ
n
ℓ -fixed point of NGL7(F¯ℓ)(G2(F¯ℓ)) = G2(F¯ℓ) × F¯×ℓ , i.e., h lies in
G2(ℓ
n)× F¯×ℓ .
2.11 Lemma. The tuple σ is rigid with respect to G2(ℓ
n) in the sense of [MM99].
Proof: We just have to combine the linear rigidity of σ from Lem. 2.2 with Rem. 2.10. ✷
Let us now prove the promised triviality of n:
2.12 Corollary. Let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13. Then ρV¯ is already defined over Fℓ and the image
of ρV¯ and ρV¯Q is G2(ℓ).
Proof: The GL7(F¯ℓ)-conjugacy classes of the g¯i’s are φℓ-stable by Lem. 2.1. Moreover, we
still have the product relation
φℓ(g¯0)φℓ(g¯1)φℓ(g¯∞) = 1.
Using Lem. 2.2, we get a single element g ∈ GL7(F¯ℓ) s.t. φℓ(g¯i) equals g¯gi for i = 0, 1 resp.
∞. Since σ is a generating tuple of G2(ℓn), g lies in NGL7(F¯ℓ)(G2(ℓn)), i.e., we may assume
that g lies in G2(ℓ
n) by Rem. 2.10. Now G2 is connected so there is an element h ∈ G2(F¯ℓ)
with g = hφℓ(h)
−1 by Lang-Steinberg (see e.g. [Car85] 1.17), i.e., φℓ fixes g¯
h
i while σ
h still is
a generating tuple. It follows that φℓ fixes G2(ℓ
n) elementwise, i.e., n = 1. ✷
3 Specializations of ρV¯Q
From now on always assume ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13. Denote the Q-rational point of A1Q \ {0, 1}
induced by s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} by s as well. Composition with the induced map on fundamental
groups with ρV¯Q gives us the specialization at s
ρ
(s)
V¯Q
: GQ // G2(ℓ)
(similar for Vk, V¯k, . . . , where k is a number field containing a primitive 7th root of unity
as above). In this section we want to prove that the Galois representation ρ
(s)
V¯Q
is onto for
suitable choices of s.
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3.1 Restriction of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
to inertia subgroups. First we have to modify V¯RN , V¯k s.t. the
resulting sheaves are compatible with V¯Q. Since πe´t1 (A1Q¯ \ {0, 1}) is a normal subgroup of
πe´t1 (A
1
Q(ζ7)
\ {0, 1}) and πe´t1 (A1RN \ {0, 1}) is a quotient of the latter group, the image of ρV¯RN
is contained in NGL7(F(ζ7))(G2(ℓ)). By Rem. 2.10 this normalizer is the product of G2(ℓ) with
the scalar matrices in Fℓ(ζ7)
×, i.e., we get a continuous character ε defined by the following
composition of homomorphisms:
πe´t1 (A
1
RN
\ {0, 1})
ρV¯RN //
ε
11G2(ℓ)× Fℓ(ζ7)×
pr2 // Fℓ(ζ7)
× ( )
−1
// Fℓ(ζ7)
×.
Note that the 7th ⊗-power of this character is just inverse to the character given by the
determinant of ρV¯RN
: Indeed, G2(ℓ) lies in SL7(ℓ), since the generators g¯0, g¯1, g¯∞ do. Define
V¯εRN , V¯εk, . . . as the twists of V¯RN , V¯k, . . . by ε. The restriction of ε to the geometric fun-
damental group πe´t1 (A
1
Q¯
\ {0, 1}) is trivial, so V¯ε = V¯. In particular these sheaves are still
extensions of V¯ , with
im(ρV¯ε
k
) = G2(ℓ).
Now the restriction of V¯Q to A1k \ {0, 1} is a second extension having this property. It follows
from the fact that the group G2(ℓ) is centerfree that V¯εk is the restriction of V¯Q to A1k \ {0, 1}.
3.1 Lemma. Let p 6= 2, 7 and ℓ be a prime number. Let i be 0,1 or ∞. Further, let
s ∈ Q\{0, 1} with νp(s) > 0 and 2 ∤ νp(s) (for i = 0), νp(s−1) > 0 and ℓ ∤ νp(s−1) (for i = 1)
resp. νp(s) < 0 and 7 ∤ νp(s) (for i = ∞). Then the image of an inertia subgroup Ip ≤ GQ
under the specialization ρ
(s)
V¯Q
at s is generated by a conjugate of g¯i.
Before giving the proof, let us first recall a few facts on the local behaviour of e´tale coverings
of A1 \ {0, 1}:
3.2 Remark. The absolute Galois groups resp. e´tale fundamental group as well as the univer-
sal pro-e´tale covering space of Cp((z)) resp. ∆p := Spec(Wp[[z]][z
−1]) are described explicitly
in [SGA1] XIII Cor. 5.3 applied to Cp[[z]] resp. Wp[[z]] and the divisor given by z (since the
residue field of div(z) as a place of the respective function fields has characteristic 0, every
covering is tame). Further, the explicit description of the universal pro-e´tale covering space of
∆p in loc. cit. implies that the map on fundamental groups given by evaluation by an a ∈Wp
eva : Wp[[z]][z
−1] // Qˆnrp
factors over the tame quotient Zˆ(p
′)(1) of the absolute Galois group of Qˆnrp (here Zˆ
(p′)(1)
means the prime-to-p part). We collect all these information in the following diagram:
GCp((z))
∼ //

Zˆ(1)
pr

πe´t1 (∆p)
∼ // Zˆ(p
′)(1)
GQˆnrp
pr //
OO
Zˆ(p
′)(1).
(−)νp(a)
OO
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For the lower square, note that the pullback along eva of the covering z 7→ zn of ∆p is just
the disjoint union of copies of the extension K( d
√
p)/K for d minimal s.t. n divides d · νp(a).
We will apply Rem. 3.2 for z = t (for i = 0), z = t− 1 (for i = 1) resp. z = 1t (for i = ∞)
and a = z(s).
Proof of Lem. 3.1: Choose anN with p ∤ N . The canonical inclusions of the resp. coordinate
rings gives us the commutative diagram
G2(ℓ)
πe´t1 (A
1
RN
\ {0, 1})
ρV¯ε
RN
OO
πe´t1 (A
1
Q¯
\ {0, 1})oo
ρV¯
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
πe´t1 (∆p)
OO
GCp((z))
oo
OO
∼ // GQ¯((z)).
res
gg◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
Write γ0, γ1 resp. γ∞ for the standard topological generators of π
e´t
1 (A
1
Q¯
\ {0, 1}, s¯), i.e.,
γ0γ1γ∞ = 1 and ρV¯(γi) = g¯i. The induced map GQ¯((z)) → πe´t1 (A1Q¯ \ {0, 1}) identifies GQ¯((z))
with the subgroup of πe´t1 (A
1
Q¯
\ {0, 1}) topologically generated by γi (look at the effect on
convergent Laurent series of an e´tale covering of A1(C)\{0, 1} pulled back to open punctured
discs around a missing point with radius converging to 0). It follows that the image of the
resulting representation GQ¯((z)) → G2(ℓ) is the subgroup generated by g¯i. The same is true
for the representation πe´t1 (∆p) → G2(ℓ) induced by (V¯RN )|∆p : Indeed, GCp((z)) → πe´t1 (∆p) is
an epimorphism by Rem. 3.2.
The canonical inclusions and evaluations t 7→ s give us the commutative diagram
G2(ℓ)
πe´t1 (A
1
RN
\ {0, 1}, s¯)
ρV¯ε
RN
11❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
πe´t1 (A
1
Q(ζ7)
\ {0, 1}, s¯)oo
ρV¯ε
Q(ζ7)
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
// πe´t1 (A
1
Q \ {0, 1}, s¯)
ρV¯Q
OO
πe´t1 (∆p, s¯)
OO
GQˆnrp
∼ //
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
oo Ip
  //
OO
GQ.
OO
ρ
(s)
V¯Q
ee
In particular, (ρ
(s)
V¯Q
)|Ip factors through the representation induced by (V¯RN )|∆p . By Rem. 3.2,
GQˆnrp
→ πe´t1 (∆p) is the νp(a) power map and νp(a) is coprime to ord(g¯i) by our assumptions.
It follows that the image of (ρ
(s)
V¯Q
)|Ip is still the subgroup generated by g¯i, which completes
the proof. ✷
Consider the maximal tame algebraic extension Qtamep /Qp. The tame inertia group I
tame
p
is given by the exact sequence
1 // Itamep // G
tame
Qp
// GFp // 1.
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Since Itamep is abelian, GFp acts on I
tame
p . It is not hard to see that the Frobenius acts as p
power map. Now Lem. 3.1 provides us an element h∞,p in the image of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
as in Rem. 2.8:
3.3 Remark. Let p be as in the last lemma for i = ∞. In particular, p 6= 7. By Lem. 3.1,
the image of (ρ
(s)
V¯Q
)|Ip is generated by g¯∞, i.e., is of order 7. Since I
tame
p is the quotient of Ip by
its unique p-Sylow group, (ρ
(s)
V¯Q
)|Ip factors through I
tame
p . In particular, a lift of the Frobenius
to GQp acts on the image of (ρ
(s)
V¯Q
)|Ip as the p power map. Thus for p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7 we get
an element h∞,p in the image of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
as in Rem. 2.8.
3.2 The structure of s¯∗V¯Q as Fℓ[g¯1, g¯∞, h∞,p]-module. Choose a rational number s
satisfying the conditions of Lem. 3.1 for i = 1 and ∞ together with a suitable prime p as in
Rem. 3.3. Let H be the subgroup of the image of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
generated by g¯1, g¯∞ and h∞,p. For a
field extension K/Fℓ set V (K) := s¯
∗V¯Q ⊗Fℓ K.
3.4 Lemma. The decomposition of V (F¯ℓ) into V1(F¯ℓ)⊕ V2(F¯ℓ), where the direct factors are
V1(F¯ℓ) := Eig(g¯∞, 1) and V2(F¯ℓ) :=
⊕6
i=1 Eig(g¯∞, ζ
i
7), is defined over Fℓ. If H acts reducible
on s¯∗V¯Q, the only possible non trivial Fℓ[H]-submodules are V1(Fℓ) and V2(Fℓ). Further, if
they exist, they are irreducible submodules.
Proof: The first statement is trivial. For the second statement, consider the subgroupH ′ ≤ H
generated by g¯∞ and h∞,p. Let vi be a ζ
i
7-eigenvector of g¯∞. Then (2.2) describes h∞,p with
resp. to the basis {v1, . . . , v7}. From this we see that V (F¯ℓ) = V1(F¯ℓ) ⊕ V2(F¯ℓ) is a decom-
position of V (F¯ℓ) as a F¯ℓ[H
′]-module. We claim that it is even an irreducible decomposition
of V (F¯ℓ) as a F¯ℓ[H
′]-module, i.e., it remains to prove the H ′-irreducibility of V2(F¯ℓ): For a
non trivial v ∈ V2(F¯ℓ) define Mv as the set of all i s.t. the projection of v to F¯ℓ.vi is non
trivial and mv as |Mv|. Let P ∈ F¯ℓ[X] be non trivial of minimal degree with P (g¯∞)v = 0.
It follows that P (ζ i7) = 0 for i ∈ Mv. Now
∏
i∈Mv
(X − ζ i7) gives another such non trivial
relation, i.e., deg(P ) = mv. The sum
∑
i∈Z F¯ℓ.g¯
i
∞(v) is contained in themv-dimensional space⊕
i∈Mv
F¯ℓ.vi. As a result these spaces coincide. In particular, there exists an i ≤ 6 with vi in
the F¯ℓ-span of H
′v. Using (2.2) we conclude that this span is already V2(F¯ℓ).
Let now U ≤ V (Fℓ) be a non trivial Fℓ[H]- hence also Fℓ[H ′]-submodule. Using the H ′-
irreducibility of V1(Fℓ) and V2(Fℓ) we get that U equals either V1(Fℓ) or V2(Fℓ) (compute the
possible dimensions of their intersections with U). ✷
It follows that s¯∗V¯Q = V1(Fℓ)⊕ V2(Fℓ) is the only possible non trivial decomposition as an
Fℓ[H]-module. Suppose that this is indeed a decomposition. In particular both V1(Fℓ) and
V2(Fℓ) are g¯1-invariant, which contradicts that the Jordan canonical form of g¯1 contains no
Jordan block of length 1. Thus we get:
3.5 Corollary. s¯∗V¯Q is indecomposable as an Fℓ[H]-module.
3.3 Computation of the image of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
. First we recall the following fact about our rep-
resentation of G2(ℓ) which can be found for example in [Mal03]: There is a basis {v1, . . . , v7}
of s¯∗V¯Q s.t. every maximal parabolic subgroup of G2(ℓ) is given either by Pα := 〈T , xα, xtrα , xβ〉
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or Pβ := 〈T , xα, xβ , xtrβ 〉, where xα respectively xβ are generators of the root subgroup of the
simple root α respectively β given as
xα :=


1 1
1
1 1 −1
1 −2
1
1 −1
1


, xβ :=


1
1 1
1
1
1 −1
1
1


and T := {diag(t1, t2, t1t−12 , 1, t−11 t2, t−12 , t−11 ) | t1, t2 ∈ F×ℓ } is a maximal split torus of G2(ℓ)
in GL7(Fℓ).
We will use the above list of types of maximal subgroups of G2(ℓ) to prove the following
3.6 Theorem. Let ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11, 13 be a prime number. Let s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} be a rational
number and suppose there are primes p, q 6= 2, 7, ℓ with p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7, νp(s) < 0 < νq(s−1),
7 ∤ νp(s) and ℓ ∤ νq(s− 1). Then ρ(s)V¯Q : GQ → G2(ℓ) is surjective.
Before we give the proof, let us make a few comments about the theorem:
3.7 Remark. Note that Thm. 3.6 is in particular an explicit version of Hilbert’s irreducibility
theorem for G2(ℓ). One could get a similar result from S. Beckmann’s work in [Bec91]: to
apply Cor. 1.3 in loc. cit. to G2(ℓ) one needs a generating set of certain {σi | i ∈ T} in the
image of certain inertia groups with the property that for all τi in the G2(ℓ)-conjugacy class
of σi, {τi | i ∈ T} is still a generating set. But restriction of our specialization to the inertia
groups Ip and Iq alone only yields two elements, which not necessary generates G2(ℓ). Thus
her result does not apply in our case. Further, we have to exclude less primes: p and q might
as well divide the order of G2(ℓ), hence might lie inside the exceptional set Sbad in [Bec91].
3.8 Remark. There are infinitely many s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} satisfying the assumptions of Thm.
3.6: First, note that there are infinitely many primes p, q s.t. p, q 6= 2, 7, ℓ and p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7
(for the last condition use Dirichlet’s prime number theorem). Now for each ap, aq ∈ Q s.t.
νp(ap) < 0 and 7 ∤ νp(ap) resp. νq(aq−1) > 0 and ℓ ∤ νq(aq−1) we find an s ∈ Q arbitrary close
to ap resp. aq with respect to the p- resp. q-adic valuation by the approximation theorem.
Since there are infinitely many such pairs of ap and aq with different p- resp. q-adic valuations,
we get infinitely many s.
3.9 Remark. The following equivalent formulation of the assumptions of Thm. 3.6 is better
suited for Sect. 4: Let s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} be a rational number and suppose there are primes
p, q 6= 2, 7 with p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7, νp(s) < 0 < νq(s− 1) and 7 ∤ νp(s). Then ρ(s)V¯Q is surjective
for all primes ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, p, q s.t. ℓ ∤ νq(s− 1). In particular, for a fixed s satisfying the
first set of conditions, the theorem is true for all but finitely many primes ℓ.
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Proof of Thm. 3.6: As above, let H be the subgroup of the image of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
generated by g¯1, g¯∞
and h∞,p. It suffices to prove that H is not contained inside any of the maximal subgroups
G2(ℓ)-conjugate to one of the subgroups in the list of Rem. 2.3.
By the same arguments as in the proof of Prop. 2.4, H is not contained in any maximal
subgroup of G2(ℓ) (conjugate to a subgroup) in the above list except the first three ones.
(i) Suppose H ≤ M with M a maximal parabolic subgroup of G2(ℓ). If M = Pα, then v1
and v2 span a 2-dimensional Fℓ[Pα]- hence Fℓ[H]-submodule of s¯
∗V¯Q. If M = Pβ , then v1, v2
and v3 span a 3-dimensional Fℓ[Pβ ]- hence Fℓ[H]-submodule of s¯
∗V¯Q, which both contradicts
Lemma 3.4.
(ii) Suppose H ≤ CG2(ℓ)(ι) for an involution ι as in the above list. Now ι is semisimple 6= −1
(otherwise CG2(ℓ)(ι) would be G2(ℓ)). Thus ι has Jordan canonical form
JCF(ι) =

idr×r 0
0 −ids×s


for suitable r, s > 0 and r + s = 7 (one has r = 3, s = 4, cf. [DRK10], Table 1). It follows
that CGL(s¯∗V¯Q)(ι) is isomorphic to GLr(ℓ) ⊕ GLs(ℓ). In particular even CGL(s¯∗V¯Q)(ι) acts
decomposably on s¯∗V¯Q, which contradicts Cor. 3.5.
(iii) Suppose H ≤M with M G2(ℓ)-conjugate to Kε = Lε ⋊Z/2. Without loss of generality
we may assume thatM equals Kε. According to the proof of [Kle88] Prop. 2.2 we may choose
Lε in our representation to be generated by three long root subgroups of G2(ℓ), all of which
act trivially on a 5-dimensional subspaceWi (i = 1, 2, 3) of s¯
∗V¯Q (resp.). In particular Lε acts
trivially on the non trivial subspace W1 ∩W2 ∩W3. Say v is a non trivial element of this
space and let σ be the generator of Z/2 in Kε. Since σ normalizes Lε, Lε acts trivially on σv
as well. Thus the space W spanned by v and σv is a 1- or 2-dimensional Fℓ[Kε]-submodule
of s¯∗V¯Q. Further, [Kle88] Prop. 2.2 (iii) tells us that Kε stabilizes a 6-dimensional subspace
U of s¯∗V¯Q. From Lem. 3.4 we get that U = V2(ℓ) is an irreducible Fℓ[H]-submodule. In
particular U and W intersect trivially. It follows that s¯∗V¯Q = U ⊕W is a decomposition as
an Fℓ[H]-module, which again contradicts Cor. 3.5, proving the theorem. ✷
4 Motives with motivic Galois group G2
Recall from Sect. 2.1 that our lisse sheaf V on A1
Q¯
\ {0, 1} was the restriction of a lisse sheaf
on A1RN \ {0, 1} for RN = Z[ζ7, 114·l·N ]. As such, we get canonical extensions Vk to A1k \ {0, 1}
for any number field containing ζ7. Out of Vk we will construct a family of motives with
motivic Galois group (with resp. to the ℓ-adic realization) G2(Q¯ℓ) over a suitable quadratic
field extension k/Q(ζ7). But first, let k/Q(ζ7) be any algebraic field extension s.t. the Galois
action given by the restriction of ρ
(s)
V¯Q
is non trivial (e.g. k = Q(ζ7) itself).
4.1 Interpretation of s¯∗Vk as ℓ-adic realization. From the construction in section 2.1
the way is clear: we have to interpret suitable stalks of Vk in terms of ℓ-adic cohomology of
suitable smooth projective varieties.
First, observe that the generic fibre Hypk in Gm,k ⊗k (A7k \ v(∆)) of HypN (see Sect. 2.1)
is already defined over Q. Denote the corresponding geometrically connected Q-variety by
HypQ. Although it is not e´tale Galois over A
7
Q \ v(∆), it is still an e´tale covering space.
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4.1 Proposition. Let S be A1 \ {0, 1}. There exists a smooth projective compactification
XQ/S of HypQ/S whose complement is a simple normal crossing divisor DQ =
∑
iDi,Q over
S and such that the base change
Hypk
  j //
πK %%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
X
πX

D? _
ioo
πDzz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
A1k \ {0, 1}
to k is µ14-equivariant. Further, the canonical map ι :
∐
iDi → X with induced projection
π∐D induces an isomorphism
Vk ∼= Π[ker(R6πX,∗Q¯ℓ → R6π∐D,∗Q¯ℓ)],
where Π is the idempotent endomorphism given in the group ring Q¯ℓ[µ14] as
1
14
∑13
i=0 ζ
−i
14 ω
i
for ω the generator of µ14 satisfying χ(ω) = ζ14.
Proof: Let P6S the relative projective space with homogeneous coordinates X0, . . . , X6 and
let X7 be the coordinate of S = A
1 \ {0, 1}. The Zariski closure X(0)Q of HypQ in P1× P6S is a
ramified covering of P6S whose (reduced) ramification locus is contained inside the hyperplane
arrangement given by ∆ and the hyperplane at infinity X0 = 0. Note that the multiplicities
of the ramification divisor are constant over S. As in the proof for [DRK10] Cor. 2.4.2 we use
the standard resolution of a linear hyperplane arrangement given in [ESV92] Section 2 to get
a projective birational map P
(1)
S → P6S s.t. the pullback of the above hyperplane arrangement
is a simple normal crossing divisor over S and its strict transform is non singular.
Let X
(1)
Q be the pullback of X
(0)
Q to P
(1)
S . It is a ramified covering of P
(1)
S whose (reduced)
ramification locus is a strict normal crossing divisor over S and whose ramification divisor
still has constant multiplicities over S. Thus, the singularities of this covering space are lo-
cally given by equations Y 14 = Za00 · · ·Za66 (see the equation for HypN in Sect. 2.1 for the
Y -exponent) with constant multiplicities ai over S and Zi of the form Xi+ fi(X7). It follows
that the fibres s∗X
(1)
Q locally are toric varieties whose fans Σ = Σs are independent from
s ∈ S. Choose a refinement Σ′ of Σ as in [CLS11] Thm. 11.2.2 corresponding to simple
normal crossing resolutions of XΣs . This simple normal crossing resolutions of XΣs is purely
given by the combinatorics of the common refinement Σ′ of Σs. Therefore, the corresponding
series of blowups are compatible and define a simple normal crossing resolution X
(2)
Q → X(1)Q
of a given singularity in the whole family. Iterating these locally toric resolutions for the
remaining singularities in X
(2)
Q (still of the above local form), we get a series of analogue
resolutions X
(m+1)
Q → X(m)Q with XQ := X(n)Q /S smooth for n≫ 0.
The base change X
(1)
k of X
(1)
Q to k is a ramified µ14-covering of P
(1)
k . From the above local
description of X
(m)
k as a toric variety we get that µ14 acts as a subgroup of the corresponding
torus. Toric resolutions are equivariant under the torus-action, so X := XQ⊗ k is our desired
equivariant simple normal crossing compactification.
The remaining claim follows from [Del80] The´ore`me 1 (Weil II) applied to the excision se-
quence of a suitable integral model of this compactification. For the detailed arguments, see
the proof of [DRK10] Cor. 2.4.2. ✷
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Let L/k be any field extension and s ∈ S(L) an L-point. As in [DRK10] Sect. 3.3, we get
a motive for motivated cycles (see [And96])
Ns := psh(Xs)
over L with coefficients in E := Q(ζ7), where ps is the composition of the commuting moti-
vated correspondences Πs, prker(ιs) and the sixth Ku¨nneth projector π
6
Xs
. Further, for L = C
these motives Ns form a family of motives over S(C) in the sense of [And96] Sect. 5.2. We de-
fine the motiveMs as the third Tate-twist Ns(3). Finally, let G
mot
Ns
, GmotMs , . . . be the (E-linear)
motivic Galois groups of Ns,Ms. . . . as motives for motivated cycles.
4.2 Corollary. The ℓ-adic realization H•ℓ (Ms) of Ms is isomorphic to s¯
∗Vk as a Gk-module.
Here, by the ℓ-adic realization H•ℓ (−), we mean H•e´t(−, Q¯ℓ).
4.3 Remark. If X satisfies the Ku¨nneth conjecture, then π6X is algebraic and ps an idem-
potent in the category NM(k)E of numerical motives. Thus, Ms is a well defined numerical
motive in this case. Under the assumption of all the standard conjectures on algebraic cycles,
the category NM(k)E agrees with the Tannakian category of motives for motivated cycles and
GmotMs is the motivic Galois group in the sense of Grothendieck.
4.4 Remark. If s is a Q-rational point, then prker(ιs) and π
6
Xs
are even rational motivated
cycles, so M0s := prker(ιs)π
6
Xs
h(Xs)(3) is the base change of a rational motive over Q to Q(ζ7)
and Ms = ΠsM
0
s is a motive over Q(ζ7). It follows that the ℓ-adic realization of Ms is just
the ζ7-eigenspace of ω acting on the ℓ-adic realization H
•
ℓ (M
0
s ) of the rational motive M
0
s .
4.2 The Galois-action on H•ℓ (Ms). In this section we will prove that for a suitable
quadratic field extension k/Q(ζ7), suitable choices of s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} and a prime ℓ ≫ 0 the
absolute Galois group Gk acts on the ℓ-adic realization H
•
ℓ (Ms) as a Zariski dense subgroup
of G2.
So let s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} be a rational number and suppose there are prime numbers p, q 6= 2, 7
with p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7, νp(s) < 0 < νq(s− 1) and 7 ∤ νp(s). Fix a prime ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, p, q
s.t. ℓ ∤ νq(s− 1).
Since ρV has Zariski dense image in G2(Q¯ℓ), the image of ρVRN (m)
(with VRN (m) denoting
the mth Tate twist of VRN as usual) normalizes G2(Q¯ℓ) (see the first remarks in Sect. 3.1).
Again, for m = 0, the resulting character (use Rem. 2.9)
ε : πe´t1 (A
1
RN
\ {0, 1})
ρVRN // 22G2(Q¯ℓ)× Q¯×ℓ
pr
Q¯
×
ℓ // Q¯×ℓ
( )−1 // Q¯×ℓ
is just inverse to a character whose 7th ⊗-power is the determinant of ρVRN . Now, the
restriction of ε to A1
Q¯
\ {0, 1} is trivial, so the twists Vεk,VεRN , . . . of Vk,VRN , . . . by the
restricted character ε are extensions of V with monodromy inside G2(Q¯ℓ).
Note that the mod-ℓ-reduction of ε (the character is still defined over Qℓ(ζ7)) is just the
character ε defined as in Sect. 3.1 (justifying the same notation). In particular, we get
back V¯εk, V¯εRN , . . . as the mod ℓ reduction of Vεk,VεRN , . . . in analogy to the mod ℓ reductionsV¯k, V¯RN , . . . of Vk,VRN , . . . at the end of Sect. 2.1.
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4.5 Lemma. Let k be an extension of Q(ζ7) of degree ≤ 2. Then s¯∗Vk(m) ∼= H•ℓ (Ns(m)) is
an irreducible Gk-module.
Proof: TheGk-module s¯
∗Vk(m) is the twist of s¯∗Vεk by the character ε−1(m). Thus, it remains
to show that s¯∗Vεk is irreducible: Since ρV¯εk is the restriction of the absolutely irreducible
GQ-representation ρV¯Q (see Thm. 3.6) with image the simple group G2(ℓ), Gk acts on s¯
∗V¯εk
absolutely irreducibly, too. It follows that the Gk-module s¯
∗Vεk is irreducible, as well. ✷
4.6 Lemma. There is an extension k/Q(ζ7) of degree ≤ 2 s.t. the restriction of ε(−3) to
A1k \ {0, 1} is trivial. In particular, Vεk = Vk(3).
Proof: Start with k = Q(ζ7). The dimension of X is 6. Poincare´-Duality gives us a GQ(ζ7)-
equivariant non degenerate symmetric bilinear form H6ℓ (X)(3)
⊗2 → Q¯ℓ. Further, Ms is
defined as psh(X)(3) and H
•
ℓ (ps) is GQ(ζ7)-equivariant. It follows that the kernel of the
canonical map H•ℓ (Ms) → H•ℓ (Ms)∨ induced by the above bilinear form is GQ(ζ7)-invariant.
By Lem. 4.5, GQ(ζ7) acts irreducibly on H
•
ℓ (Ms), so the restriction of the above bilinear form
is a GQ(ζ7)-equivariant non degenerate symmetric bilinear form b on H
•
ℓ (Ms) resp. s¯
∗Vk(3).
We conclude that the image of ρ
(s)
Vk(3)
is even contained inside
NO(s¯∗Vk(3),b)(G2(Q¯ℓ)) = G2(Q¯ℓ)× 〈±1〉.
In particular, ε(−3)⊗2 is trivial and we can choose an extension k/Q(ζ7) of degree ≤ 2 in
Lem. 4.5 with the additional property Vεk = Vk(3). ✷
For the rest of the paper, we fix k/Q(ζ7) as in Lem 4.6.
4.7 Theorem. Let s ∈ Q\{0, 1} be a rational number and suppose there are prime numbers
p, q 6= 2, 7 s.t. p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7, νp(s) < 0 < νq(s − 1) and 7 ∤ νp(s). Let k/Q(ζ7) be the
extension of degree ≤ 2 given in Lem 4.6. We identify s with the induced k-point of A1\{0, 1}.
Then for any prime ℓ 6= 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, p, q s.t. ℓ ∤ νq(s−1) (in particular: any prime ℓ≫ 0), the
absolute Galois group Gk acts as a Zariski dense subgroup of G2(Q¯ℓ) on the ℓ-adic realization
H•ℓ (Ms) of the motive for motivated cycles Ms.
Proof: By Cor. 4.2, we have to show that the image of the specialization ρ
(s)
Vk(3)
at s is a
Zariski dense subgroup of G2(Q¯ℓ). The images of ρVk(3) and ρVεQ(ζ7)
lie inside G2(Q¯ℓ) by Lem.
4.6 and the definition of the character ε. Since G2 is a simple group, it suffices to show the
analogue claim of the proposition for ρVε
Q(ζ7)
.
By Lem. 4.5, GQ(ζ7) acts as an irreducible subgroup of G2(Q¯ℓ) on s¯
∗VεQ(ζ7). Consider the
classification of the Zariski closed maximal subgroups M of G2(Q¯ℓ) in [Asc87] Cor. 12: Say
M contains the image of ρ
(s)
Vε
Q(ζ7)
. If M is of type (1) to (3) in this classification, then it is
reducible, which contradicts Lem. 4.5. Type (4) could not happen, since we work in char-
acteristic 0. Thus, only type (5) remains, i.e., M ∼= PSL2(Q¯ℓ) and the action on s∗VεQ(ζ7) is
isomorphic to the PSL2(Q¯ℓ)-action on the homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in Q¯ℓ[X,Y ]
given as in (2.1). We will show that this is not possible, too:
The Jordan canonical form of every non trivial unipotent element in the image of this
PSL2(Q¯ℓ)-representation consists of a single Jordan block of length 7. Arguing as in the
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proof of Lem. 3.1, we see that the image of ρ
(s)
Vε
Q(ζ7)
contains g
νq(s−1)
1 . The Jordan canonical
form of g1 consists of three Jordan blocks, i.e., g1 has a 3-dimensional 1-eigenspace. It follows
that g
νq(s−1)
1 has at least a 3-dimensional 1-eigenspace, i.e., its Jordan canonical form consists
of at least three blocks. But g
νq(s−1)
1 is non trivial unipotent, so its Jordan canonical from
should consist only of a single block, a contradiction.
Thus, no maximal Zariski closed subgroup of G2(Q¯ℓ) contains the image of ρ
(s)
Vε
Q(ζ7)
, i.e., the
closure of this image is G2(Q¯ℓ) itself, which finishes the proof. ✷
Suppose the Tate conjecture holds. In particular, the standard conjectures on algebraic
cycles hold and NM(k)E is Tannakian with fibre functor H
•
σ. Recall that the motivic Galois
group GmotMs is the Tannaka group of the ⊗-subcategory generated by Ms (with resp. to
the restriction of the Betti realization H•σ). It is a Zariski closed subgroup of GL(H
•
σ(Ms))
by [DM82] Prop. 2.20 (b). It is even reductive by Jannsen’s Theorem ([Jan92] Thm. 1)
together with [DM82] Prop. 2.23. Thus, the base extension GmotMs ⊗E Q¯ℓ is exactly given as
the fixgroup of all of its invariants in the induced representations H•ℓ (Ms)
⊗n ⊗H•ℓ (Ms)∨,⊗m
for n,m ≥ 0 (cf. [And04]). By the Tate conjecture, these are exactly all the Tate-cycles in
H•ℓ (Ms)
⊗n ⊗H•ℓ (Ms)∨,⊗m.
4.8 Corollary. Suppose the Tate conjecture holds. Let s ∈ Q \ {0, 1} and k/Q(ζ7) be as in
Thm. 4.7. Then Ms is a well defined numerical motive over k with motivic Galois group of
type G2.
Proof: Choose a prime ℓ for s as in Thm. 4.7. It suffices to show that GmotMs (Q¯ℓ) is isomorphic
to G2(Q¯ℓ). The Gk-representation on the ℓ-adic realization H
•
ℓ (Ms) = s
∗Vk has image Zariski
dense inside G2(Q¯ℓ). Since this representation fixes all Tate-cycles on all ⊗-constructions of
H•ℓ (Ms) by definition, G
mot
Ms
(Q¯ℓ) contains G2(Q¯ℓ) by the remarks preceding the corollary. On
the other hand, it fixes the underlying bilinear form b ∈ S2H•ℓ (Ms)∨ and the Dickson form
f ∈ Λ3H•ℓ (Ms)∨, i.e. b and f are Tate cycles. It follows that GmotMs (Q¯ℓ) fixes these cycles, too,
hence is contained inside G2(Q¯ℓ) by [Asc87] (2.11) and (3.4). ✷
4.9 Remark. In the last result, the underlying motive can be defined over Q(ζ7) using a
suitable twist with an Artin motive of degree ≤ 2, given by Lem. 4.6.
4.3 An unconditional result for motives for absolute Hodge-cycles. In this final
section, we want to sketch the proof for an unconditional analogue of Cor. 4.8 for motives for
absolute Hodge-cycles. Now that we understand the Galois-action on the stalk s¯∗Vk(3) (see
Thm. 4.7), the proof itself goes almost literally as the arguments leading to [DRK10] Thm.
3.3.1, so we just deal with the differences. The key difference is that we have to work with
coefficients E = Q(ζ7) over the base field K = Q(ζ7). Since Q is the base field in [DRK10],
“7th-root” of the determinant motive occurring in the proof of [DRK10] Thm. 3.3.1 could be
trivialized by a Tate-twist using [KW03] Thm. 3.1. Unfortunately, the method of [KW03]
does not work over K and coefficients E: A priori it might happen that the K ⊗ E-linear
filtration of the de Rham realization of a rank one motive has filtration steps given by non
trivial idempotents of K ⊗ E. So in our case, we have to show “by hand” that this does not
happen for the determinant motive mentioned above.
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4.10 Theorem. Let s ∈ Q\{0, 1} be a rational number and suppose there are prime numbers
p, q 6= 2, 7 s.t. p ≡ 3 or 5 mod 7, νp(s) < 0 < νq(s − 1) and 7 ∤ νp(s). Let k/Q(ζ7) be the
extension of degree ≤ 2 given in Lem 4.6. We identify s with the induced k-point of A1\{0, 1}.
(i) As a motive for motivated cycles over k and up to a twist by a suitable rank one motive,
Ms has motivic Galois group of type G2.
(ii) As a motive for absolute Hodge-cycles over k, Ms itself has motivic Galois group of type
G2.
4.11 Remark. The rank one motive in Thm. 4.10 is explicitly given via the Tannaka for-
malism of the ⊗-category generated by Ms.
Proof: For M a motive for motivated resp. absolute Hodge-cycles we denote by GmotM resp.
GAHM the (unconditional) motivic Galois group. The cycle class of a motivated resp. absolute
Hodge-cycle is by definition a Tate cycle. Fix a k-point as in the assumption of the theorem
and choose a prime ℓ as in Thm. 4.7. As in the proof of Cor. 4.8 it follows that both GmotMs (Q¯ℓ)
and GAHMs (Q¯ℓ) contain G2(Q¯ℓ).
Using [And96] Thm. 5.2 literally as in the proof of [DRK10] Thm. 3.3.1, we get that the
motive for motivated cycles Nr over C has motivic Galois group
GmotNr (Q¯ℓ) ≤ G2(Q¯ℓ)× scalar matrices
for any r ∈ A1(C) \ {0, 1} (we apply [And96] Thm. 5.2 to the family {Nr}r seen as a family
of rational motives with an E-module structure - this suffices for our needs since the E-linear
motivic Galois group GmotNr is contained in the Q-linear one). The same follows for the third
Tate twist Mr. Let Ar be the motive dual to the motive corresponding to the resulting
character GmotNr → Gm under the Tannaka formalism. Note that A⊗7r is by construction dual
to the the determinant motive detMr = Λ
7Mr. Further, Mr ⊗ Ar has motivic Galois group
(with resp. to motivated cycles) contained inside G2. In particular, b ∈ S2H•ℓ (Mr⊗Ar)∨ and
the Dickson form f ∈ Λ3H•ℓ (Mr⊗Ar)∨ are motivated cycles and hence absolute Hodge-cycles
over C, hence also over k¯ (see the Scolie in Sect. 2.5. of [And96] resp. [Del82] Prop. 2.9). By
construction, the ℓ-adic realization of Ms is just s¯
∗Vk. It follows from Thm. 4.7 that b and
f are also Tate-cycles over k. Thus, again by the Scolie in Sect. 2.5. of [And96], b and f are
motivated cycles and hence absolute Hodge-cycles over k and GmotMs⊗As(Q¯ℓ) resp. G
AH
Ms⊗As
(Q¯ℓ)
is contained in G2(Q¯ℓ). The above character is trivial on G2(Q¯ℓ) and G
mot
Ms
(Q¯ℓ) contains
G2(Q¯ℓ) by the above, so G
mot
Ms⊗As
(Q¯ℓ) is in fact G2(Q¯ℓ) and we are done with the first claim.
For the second claim, it suffices to show that As is trivial as a motive for absolute Hodge-
cycles over k. To do this, it suffices to see that the Galois action on the λ-adic realizations
for rational primes λ as well as the filtration on the de Rham realization is trivial.
We start with the λ-adic realizations: By construction these are of weight 0 so it suffices to
see that the characteristic polynomials of the Frobenius-actions are trivial. Let v be a place
of RN not lying over λ. The construction of VRN for various λ in [DRK10] Thm. 2.4.1 is
independent from λ, so the same is true for the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius
Fv acting on s¯
∗Vk ∼= H•λ(Ms) and hence also for the Frobenius-action on the ⊗-construction
H•λ(Ar). Thus, it suffices to treat the case λ = ℓ. In this case, the Galois action on H
•
ℓ (As)
is given by the character ε(−3), i.e., is trivial by our choice of k according to Lem. 4.6.
For the de Rham realization we argue as follows: If e is a non trivial idempotent of E ⊗K
cutting out a non trivial filtration step of H•dR(As), then e = e
7 cuts out a non trivial filtration
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step in the filtration of H•dR(detMs)
∨ = H•dR(As)
⊗7. Thus, we are done if we can show that
H•dR(detMs) carries the trivial filtration.
Everything is already defined over K, so we may work over the smaller field K ≤ k. By Rem.
4.4 we have
F qH•dR(Ms) = Eig(ω|F qH•dR(M0s )⊗K ⊗ E, 1 ⊗ ζ14)
∼=
⊕
g∈Gal(E/Q)
Eig(ω|F qH•dR(M0s )⊗K , ζ
g
14),
where we treat M0s as a rational motive over Q. It follows that
H•dR(detMs)
∼=
⊕
g∈Gal(E/Q)
Λ7KEig(ω|H•dR(M0s )⊗K , ζ
g
14)
holds as a filtered K ⊗ E-module, where the filtration on the right hand side is the direct
sum filtration. Now the filtration on the direct summands is induced by the filtration on
H•dR(M
0
s ), which is trivial since it corresponds to a rational Hodge structure of weight 0. ✷
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